TRIBUTE DONATIONS FOR OCTOBER 2016

Thank you very much for the gifts you have made in honor or in memory of a loved one. These funds help support all of our education, advocacy and community service programs and projects.

Bass President’s Fund
In Memory of:
BERT ROSENBLUTH
Patty Jones
KeyBank
Jan and Ron Silverman
Jane and Peter Wong
NORMAN POTIKER
Faye and Michael Bass
RENEE RABB
Faye and Michael Bass

Carol Berk Tolchinsky
Entertainmobile Fund
In Honor of:
JESSICA MONAHAN’S BAT MITZVAH
Linda Barnett
In Memory of:
ANNETTE KLEINMAN MARKELL
Reggie and Alan Harris
Michele R. Kaminsky
NORMAN POTIKER
Linda Barnett
RENEE RABB
Linda Barnett
SANFORD HALPERT
Linda Barnett
NCJW Entertainmobile
Judy and Donald Schermer
Fran Steinbock

Children’s Programs Fund
In Honor of:
BEN RICHMOND’S SPEEDY RECOVERY
Sandy and Don Jaffe
JERRY PENN’S SPEEDY RECOVERY
Tobie K. Kogan
MYRNA ARLEN BLOCH’S SPECIAL BIRTHDAY
Sheila Miller
UPCOMING WEDDING OF SUE BAILYS AND ROBERT ALBERT
Tobie K. Kogan
In Memory of:
DELL BATTLER
Linda and Larry Rich
MARION OLOVITCH
Joan H. Wittenberg
REBECCA ARON
Annette and Les Paley
RENEE RABB
Toby Hirshman
Susan, Phillip and Daniel Neuberg
Loree Resnik
Linda and Larry Rich
Loramae and Ronnie Sinkoff
SANFORD HALPERT
Loramae and Ronnie Sinkoff

Community Service
In Memory of:
ANNETTE KLEINMAN MARKELL
Leslie and Ken Levine
REBECCA ARON
Shelly and Janet Fisher

Focus on Foster Care Tribute Fund
In Memory of:
JAMES KLEINMAN
Rosean K. Schmidt
ROCHELLE CYGAN
Dorothy and Dan Green

General Fund
In Honor of:
MYRNA ARLEN BLOCH
Synde Keywell
In Memory of:
EUDYCE TUCKER
Alex Everline
SANFORD HALPERT
Barbara Brouman

Golden Gordon Grandparents Fund
In Memory of:
ANNETTE KLEINMAN MARKELL
Susie and Marc Gordon
MARION OLOVITCH
Susie and Marc Gordon
NORMAN POTIKER
Susie and Marc Gordon
RENEE RABB
Susie and Marc Gordon

Hello Israel Fund
In Memory of:
SANFORD HALPERT
Ruth Dombcik and The Hello Israel Committee

Israel Outreach
In Memory of:
ANNETTE KLEINMAN MARKELL
Rochelle Solomon
EUDYCE TUCKER
Lynn and Arnold Kaston
EVA HERSH
Dorothy and Dan Green

Nancy & Marvin Whitman Fund for Children & Youth
In Memory of:
CAROLE LIPTON
Nancy Whitman
Partners in Literacy Fund

In Honor of:

LESLIE RESNIK RECEIVING NCJW'S HANNAH G. SOLOMON AWARD
Rosean K. Schmidt

In Memory of:

ALAN KOWIT
Linda Barnett
EUDYCE TUCKER
Myrna Arlen Bloch
MARY SEGAL
Myrna Arlen Bloch
RENEE RABB
Lynne Bial

Rabb Family Fund for Foster Care

In Honor of:

SUE BAILYS AND ROBERT ALFRED'S MARRIAGE
Myrna and Kurt Bloch

In Memory of:

RENEE RABB
Myrna and Kurt Bloch
Stephen Bassett
Sue Cutler
Michele and Jordan Kaminsky
Leslie and Ken Levine
Joan Herman Nutkin
Shellie and Mark Nyer
Sandra Pearl
Ellen Potter
Gert Resnick
Rosean K. Schmidt
Barb and Jon Shane
Rochelle Solomon
Jennifer and Art Weisman

Rebecca Zeid Fund

In Memory of:

SARA DENZER
Ronna Z. Sherman

Rosemary Pazol Mundell & Anne K. Pazol Memorial Fund

In Memory of:

RENEE RABB
Bobby and Jim Pazol